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I.

A WORD
FROM THE

DIRECTORIAL
The time of serenity is upon us.
HELMo will soon be celebrating its 10th anniversary. During this period, various factors have
converge to generate a certain amount of turbulence in the world of higher education, whether
it is the race for accreditations, the implementation of the Landscape decree or indeed the
substantial modifications of our courses, just like the switch to four years for our nurses
training courses or the draft reforms concerning initial teacher training…
The sequence of quality audits of our courses is almost just as old. Whilst they are a source
of satisfaction, they are also a source of questioning, comparisons and implementation
of action plans. The forthcoming changes draw a picture of a new audit approach that is
more institutional in tone, leading chiefly to analysis of the implementation framework for
successfully accomplishing our university college’s missions. This development will be an
opportunity for us to examine our values and their direct links with our methods.
This activity report is a snapshot which first and foremost aims to help you discover the
diversity of our higher education establishment’s assets.
From left to right: Alexandre Lodez, Director & CEO, Lara Mahy,
Institutional Development Department Manager, Etienne Sottiaux,
Teaching Department Director, Roland Schmetz, Social Department
Director, Philippe Therer, Economics Department Director, Juan
Herrera, Technical Department Director, Claudine Bultot, Paramedical
Department Director.
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Throughout these pages, you will discover the high points of the year, including the theme
for the start of the academic year based on Transition. This infinitely reproducible theme
proposes a progressive vision of our current society, in which it is the citizens who take charge
of their destiny. For HELMo, citizens are people who look toward tomorrow, with the desire of
gathering and positively assembling dynamism that can be mobilised.
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As you will see, our university college is
not alone and shares its destiny with many
different partners such as: other educational
institutions, social organisations, economic
development firms, but also international
partners. These are all doors that open to
the rest of the world and diverse cultures.
Enjoy the journey.

For the Directorial College,
Alexandre Lodez
Director & CEO

II.

NEW POINTS
FOR THE

2015-2016
& 2016-2017
ACADEMIC YEARS
AT A GLANCE
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Visit by Queen Mathilde to HELMo Sainte-Croix

Liège métropole jog

HELMo Art Show

HELMo – AEH Ball

• F irst participation by HELMo
Saint-Martin in the Young Enterprise
Project (YEP).
• Symposium by the Liège – Luxembourg
academic centre on higher education
teaching methods.
• Quality audit (follow-up visit) by AEQES for the Marketing and International
Trade courses.

DEC.
2015
•T he Sales Engineering section
participates in the inauguration of the
HEC Liège Executive Education sales
academy.

JAN.
2016

• SimBaby arrives at the clinical simulation laboratory.

• HELMo Art Show.

• The economics department gets back
to nature at Domaine de Bérinzenne
(Spa).

• Launch of the HELMo Gramme - HEC
Liège programme.

• Participation by a HELMo team in the
Oxfam Peacewalker.

• HELMo Gramme receives CTI (Commission des titres d’ingénieurs) &
EUR-ACE (European Accreditation for
engineering) certification.

• HELMo shows its support following the
terrorist attack in Brussels.

• HELMo collectively takes part in the
Liège metropole jog.

• Start of year academic session on the
theme of Transition.

FEB.
2016

MARCH
2016

APRIL
2016

MAY
2016

• A nnouncement of nurse training
course extension from 3 to 4 years.

• HELMo launches a campaign to recruit 40 teaching staff.

• Quality audit by AEQES of the Industrial
Engineering Science course.

• The Spring of Science.

• Q uality audit (follow-up visit) by
AEQES of the Nursing and Midwifery
courses.

• HELMo takes part in the launch of the
first sandwich course baccalaureate:
Mechatronics & Robotics at Hénallux.

Terrazza Alumni Evening

HELMo Gramme – HEC Liège double masters

JUNE
2016
• HELMo and HEPL react in light of the
Non-recognition of the baccalaureate
in psychomotricity as a paramedical
profession.
• Collaboration between HELMo Marketing and HELMo Mode for the annual
parade.

First Automation Fair to celebrate the section’s 50th anniversary

Piano for four hands
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SEPT.
2016

• H osting of a stage of the Liège
Metropole Jog at the Ourthe campus.

• HELMo publishes the catalogues of its
libraries on-line.
• UPMC, HELMo, HEL and HEPL organise
the first “ComVision” symposium.
• HELMo co-organises the ‘Piano for 4
hands concert and 1st ESLL event (Liège
free higher education).
• HELMo throws its support behind the
family of Agaoglu, who is threatened
with deportation.
• First event held by the HELMo Graduates
Association: La Terrazza Alumni.

OCT.
2016
• HELMo inaugurates “Research Lunches”.
• Launch of the “Claudy Moisi” cleanliness
campaign on the campus.

NOV.
2016

• Sophie De Smedt, a HELMo Marketing
student, wins the professional
communication union UPMC student
prize for her dissertation.

• Q uality audit (follow-up visit) by
AE-QES of the Automation and
Administrative Data Processing
courses.

• IT and Law day at HELMo Saint-Martin

• Q uality audit by AEQES of the
Accounting course.

DEC.
2016

JAN.
2017

• First Automation Fair to celebrate the
50th anniversary of the HELMo SaintLaurent section.
• HELMo Mode wins the gold medal at
Euroskills (in Gothenburg).

HELMo Mode wins gold at Euroskills

• H ELMo ESAS 75th anniversary
celebrations.

• Alternatives Week organised by the
AEH (HELMo students’ association)
and HELMo in Transition.

MARCH
2017

FEB.
2017

• The Guillemins campus uses the local
currency “le Valeureux” at the café.

APRIL
2017

• The HELMo-AEH ball returns at Liège
Palais des Congrès convention centre.

• Q uality Audit by AEQES of the
Insurance course.

• Visit by Queen Mathilde to HELMo
Sainte-Croix to support the “Côte à
Côte - Tandem project".

• Printing of “Maths everywhere and for
all,” the first work from the collection of
HELMo-Edipro.

• HELMo co-organises the Student &
Entrepreneur Summit with VentureLab.

• Transfer of the relics of the blessed
Marie-Thérèse Haze from the SainteCroix chapel to Liège Cathedral.

MAY
2017

Alternatives Week

Celebrations of the 75th anniversary of HELMo ESAS

Maths everywhere, maths for all
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III.

HELMO
AND ITS

MISSIONS

Initial educational
courses
The university college organises:
1.Higher education teaching in the economics, paramedical, educational, social
and technical spheres, in short courses over one single vocational cycle
including 180 to 240 credits for the academic grade of bachelor.
2. Higher education teaching in the economics, social and technical spheres in
long courses of one or two cycles: a first transitional cycle followed by a second
vocational cycle.
The first transitional cycle includes 180 credits for the academic grade of
bachelor. The second study cycle leads to the academic grade of master,
obtained with 120 credits.
3. Specialist bachelor qualifications in paramedical and educational sciences.
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III.

Missions
The various courses (totalling 39 sections and sub-sections) are spread over 11 sites, 5 departments, 3 sectors and 9 domains.

Sector

Domain

Courses

Political and social sciences
Sciences of law and criminology

Economic and management science

Human
and
social
sciences
Psychology and educational sciences

Biomedical and pharmaceutical sciences

Health

Healthcare sciences

Motricity sciences

Sciences and
polytechnic

Sciences
Engineering and technological sciences

Our departments:
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Education -

Bachelor in Social Work
Master in Social Engineering and Action
Bachelor in Insurance
Bachelor in Law
Bachelor in Management Assistance
Bachelor in Foreign Trade
Bachelor in Accounting
Bachelor in International Cooperation
Master in Public Administration
Bachelor in Marketing
Bachelor in Pre-school Teaching
Bachelor in Primary School Teaching (Liège)
Bachelor in Primary School Teaching (Huy)
Bachelor in Primary School Teaching (Theux)
Bachelor in Secondary School Teaching
• Teaching in French - Religion
• Teaching in French - French as a Foreign Language
• Teaching of Germanic Languages
• Teaching of Maths
• Teaching of Sciences
• Teaching of Economic Sciences
• Teaching of Human Sciences
• Teaching of Home and Social Economics
Bachelor in Casework
Bachelor in Social-Sporting Activity Casework (Socio-Cultural
and Sports Activity Leader)
Specialisation in Teaching Assistance
Specialisation in Physical Preparation and Training
Bachelor in Physical Education Teaching
Specialisation in Remedial Teaching
Bachelor in medical biology
Bachelor in midwifery
Bachelor in nursing
Specialisation in paediatrics and Neonatology
Specialisation in community care
Specialisation in Fire and Emergency Medical Services (Service
d'Incendie et d'Aide Médicale Urgente - SIAMU)
Bachelor in Psychomotricity
Bachelor in Administrative Data Processing
Bachelor in IT and Systems (automation)
Master in General Industrial Engineering
Master in Sustainable Energy Industrial Engineering
Bachelor in Textiles and Fashion Methodology
Bachelor in Technical Sales

Paramedical -
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Social -

Economics -

Polytechnic

III.

III.

Missions
A. La formation initiale

Missions

HELMo Loncin: Challenge Trophy
Each year, the students from the HELMo Loncin – Physical Education section
start the year at full throttle with a very sporty return to academic affairs! This
rather idiosyncratic beginning to the academic year is finished off with a fun day
involving a Challenge Trophy based on the model of the ADEPS “Rhéto Trophy”
during which the students take each other on in six events, from climbing to
swimming, including running and canoeing, to shake away the rustiness of the
summer but also to get to know each other.

1.

O u r p r i m e m i ss i o n i s i n i t i a l
educational training. The variety of
educational courses that we propose
and their continually growing number
leads us to permanently redevelop the
coherence, vision and identity of higher
educational teaching in university
colleges and more specifically at
HELMo. Despite the diversity of
cultures, contexts and teaching
methods, areas of convergence exist…

>> Proximity – Learning Climate

Today’s and tomorrow’s
teaching methods

Focus on 5 aspects of our identity:

>> 1. The quality of student-teacher relations
In all our courses, the concern to provide a context in which relations between
students and teachers is conducive to learning is evident on both a structural and
informal level.

>> Welcome
HELMo welcomes its future students into lessons as part of the Accueil Sup’ open
days. At the start of the academic year, welcome and integration activities are
proposed to the students in order to encourage the development of significant
relations with the teachers and their peers, a determining factor for successful
studies.
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In addition to lessons in lecture theatres, many activities take place in mediumsized or restricted size groups (for example, educational or paramedical vocational
practice activities, IT laboratory sessions in technological subjects, language
laboratories in economics or method analysis seminars in social studies) and,
sometimes, on a one-to-one basis (preparations for internships in educational
qualifications or follow-up of final dissertations in most qualifications).

>> Guidance - Collaboration
Guidance of students in developing their professional skills can involve a genuine
collaboration between students and teachers.

HELMo Gramme: Woody Wood Poker
On 26th and 27th January 2017, three teams of students from the HELMo Gramme
construction course took part in the “Wood Challenge” organised by ULg, nonprofitmaking organisation Ressoruces Naturelles Développement and the
organisers of the Batimoi trade fair. The students dreamed up a bridge supported
by two trestles 8 metres apart. They designed and calculated their structure during
the first quarter of the year then determined the structure’s tensile strength. Next,
they built and tested their structure in a hall of the WEX in Marche-en-Famenne,
during the BATIMOI trade fair, by transporting sand along their bridge! This was
both a technological and sporting challenge, with a fine dose of adrenaline and
showmanship…The three HELMo Gramme teams distinguished themselves: the
“Bâtisseurs ardennais” claimed 1st place in two categories (resistance and sizing),
whilst the other two HELMo Gramme teams, “Le Pont Igo” and “Tree of a bridge”,
picked up 4th and 5th place in the resistance category!
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III.

III.

Missions

>> Availability
Availability of teachers takes various forms: whereas some welcome their students
on the premises or in their study, others reply by e-mail or take time to talk at the
end of lectures. Several directors have an open-door policy for their offices which is
a way to encourage students who so wish to cross the threshold.

Missions

students use at various moments during the session of lessons via a computer, a
tablet or a smartphone. This input is not limited to motivating participants – the
tools also allow the teacher to detect whether the students have understood and
assimilated the concepts they have worked on, and, if necessary, to adjust the
rest of the lesson.

>> Digital resources

>> 2. Digitisation
Digitisation for added teaching value is a continual challenge that HELMo rises
to! The e-learning service organises training and guidance for teachers, makes
continual improvements to the university college’s platform and also ensures
constant monitoring, both in exploring new technologies and meeting the
expectations of students and teachers. Indeed, just as it is difficult to find the
teaching manual that perfectly fits the objectives of a lesson, it is fanciful to
believe that a single platform can meet all the needs of the teachers. The challenge
is to keep the finger on the pulse of emerging domains and professions, as well
as encouraging the development of new learning cultures with what digital tools
have to offer.

>> Interactivity
How can students be encouraged to participate and involve themselves in
lectures for large groups? Teaching staff from the social, technical, economics
and educational departments have successfully tested applications that the

HELMo Esas: Use of an on-line voting tool
The Social Work BLOC 1 students from HELMo-ESAS have to follow a hybrid
course as part of the “Basis of Communication” teaching module. With a
view to kindling motivation, instilling knowledge, acquiring course-relevant
and cross-disciplinary skills, articulating theory and practice as well as fostering participation of the students, various technological tools have been
implemented throughout the module. The latest has invested itself in lecture
theatres thanks to smartphone usage with a view to making lessons more fun.
Tests with an application make it possible to gain an introduction to the subject
as well as practice for evaluations, providing a certain competitive spirit that
motivates and generates a climate that is conducive to learning.
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The university college’s HELMo Learn platform hosts resources that the teachers
make available for students (for example: the syllabus, links to web sites or videos,
etc.). Its major advantage, however, likes in activities that encourage learning:
questionnaires, group-developed glossaries, formative tests and/or certification
grades; Wiki collaboration, peer evaluation, etc. For all our courses, we possess a
total of 4,800 on-line spaces and more than 15,000 activities. In concrete terms,
that means that the courses incorporate on-line activities to be performed,
according to circumstance, before/during/after sessions of in-class learning.
This approach has led to the development of hybrid courses such as the “social
security” course (in the Social Department) which enables students to progress
at their own rhythm whilst receiving immediate feedback on their work. Hybrid
courses create a more stimulating environment for the quality of interaction
between students and teachers.

>> Teaching innovation
Recent years have witnessed a series of teaching innovations linked to the use
of digital resources, accompanied by investment in hardware: IWBs (interactive
whiteboards), use of tablets in lessons, using applications such as Twitter, but also
image, sound and video editing software to assist in achieving the goals of the training
course. An example that is a good illustration is the flipped classroom in Block 2 of
the Administrative Data Processing course in which students participate in on-line
activities through which they obtain badges that testify their knowledge and skills.

HELMo Huy: Connected teachers
Digital tools are revolutionising our relations with knowledge and methods
of teaching. Today, it is important for a teacher to be proficient with these
tools, whilst retaining a critical eye with regard to them and never losing
sight of the educational objectives. Consequently, HELMo Huy has invested
in hardware (IWBs and tablets) as well as digital applications (Twictée,
PowToon, ImageActive, Padlet, Audacity, DesignPad, MindMapping, etc.).
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III.

Missions

The entire educational team receives digital training to be able to offer
genuine added value to the future generation of “Connected Teachers”. The
training programme now proposes to students to undertake learning activities
that incorporate digital and other resources enabling transfer of innovative
approaches in the field during internships. As regards in-class lessons, they
make it possible to re-invest knowledge acquired in a project.

Missions

>> Simulation
In the paramedical department, the virtual hospital is a specific platform that has
been helping students to develop their professional skills for several years already.
More recently, the simulation laboratory and its smart dummy have swelled
the department’s pool of learning resources. Lastly, the latest of the platform’s
developments is a virtual analysis laboratory initially intended for the medical
biology course but which should be subsequently expanded to other courses.

HELMo Paramedical: The Virtual Laboratory
Since its implementation, simulation’s presence has continually increased in
healthcare learning. The virtual and interactive clinical analysis laboratory is
an educational tool that will allow Medical Biology students to prepare virtually
for their entry into the professional environment, whether within the scope of
internships or for their first job. The virtual platform will be uploaded by the
end of 2017. It will allow students to access information presented in various
formats: videos, sound files, photos, etc. The students can thus develop their
skills whilst carrying out tasks that are complementary to practical work and
lectures, as well as assessing acquisition of these skills through exercises and
formative tests or certification grades.

>> 3. Involvement and commitment of students in
their studies
Our students are called on to become professionals and committed citizens. We
desire for them to be stakeholders and not consumers of their courses. As such, a
number of schemes encourage their involvement in their study courses, created
by the institution, teaching teams or students themselves.

>> Independence

Campus Guillemins :
A flipped classroom in administrative data processing
Since 2014-2015, the object oriented programming course in Block 2 is
organised as a flipped classroom. The students study the theory at home or
independently and they put it into practice by means of a project conducted
during practical work sessions. This method brings together the skillsbased, active method and digital approaches. It has an impact on the role
of the teacher, who becomes by turns the initiator of practical problems,
the chairperson of debate and a guide in learning processes. Although the
students can be somewhat destabilised by this approach, the work they
perform upstream of the class allows them to play a more active part in their
learning, which they can thenceforth personalise (each student can work at
their own rhythm, can proof-read, return to a concept, etc.).
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The development of students’ independence is one of our training priorities. Their
learning paths are therefore demarcated, from the simplest to the most complex,
whether hands-on or in full freedom, but always with the aim to foster growing
independence of our students with regard to their professional skills or their place
within society.
To also let them involve themselves and steer their learning path in a well-informed manner, many guidance schemes are put in place, such as the production of
professional development portfolios on several of our courses or supervision of
services for students. Worthy of particular note are the course entitled “training
management” dispensed by the CFEL teachers, the personal educational activities
promoted in the socio-cultural and sports activity leaders as well as the assistance
of small groups of students by a tutor from the beginning of the course to the end
in the paramedical department.
Finally, the investment and constructive participation of many students in the
different bodies and councils of the university college is also to be applauded.
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Missions

Missions

HELMo Sainte-Julienne: The tutor

HELMo Fashion & HELMo Marketing: Collaboration for the catwalk show

The change in architecture of the educational courses and the personalised
learning paths of the students brought about by the Landscape decree have
led to a re-assessment of how student guidance is organised within the
paramedical department. An educational committee made up of members
of the management, teaching team and students thus defined the purpose
of tutors as well as their objectives. Consequently, tutors are the preferred
contacts for the students whose internships and educational courses they have
in-depth knowledge of. Their meetings with the students are opportunities
for exchanges, discussions and guidance concerning learning and/or
administrative matters.

The catwalk show that takes place at the end of each academic year is a
highlight for the section. The 2017 edition led to the unveiling of 400 totally
brand new items. For the third consecutive year, a group of students from the
marketing section interested in the world of fashion contributed to organising
the catwalk show by seeking sponsors, finding goodies to fill the gift bags
distributed to the various volunteers and dealing with welcoming the VIPs
among the spectators. The contacts and activities are managed via Facebook
group. This year, the students also participated in setting up an exhibition
for which the aim was to promote the section’s technical know-how. This
exhibition was made up of a video (filmed by Caroline Poisson and shown
at the start of the catwalk show), a photo exhibition (produced by Elodie
Timmermans and set up in the bar area) and a portrait gallery of form students
in the form of interviews (produced by the 3rd years students and set up in the
bar area).

>> Projects
Many projects heavily involving the students have been in existence for several
years and are ongoing. Among such examples are the catwalk parade of the fashion
section, accounting week, vertical classes in human sciences, the goldfish bowl or
somersault in economics. Others are more occasional such as the “let’s play’ project
in which the future teachers in Huy created games in vertical classes intended for
primary school pupils. HELMo also supported sponsored the project of a student
who, on their own initiative, designed and developed an application for locating
themselves and finding their way around the Ourthe camps.

HELMo Gramme: Michaël FAUFRA develops an application
On his own initiative, Michaël Faufra, a Master 2 student in Sustainable Energy
Industrial Engineering at HELMo Gramme, created a mobile Android application
called “WeCampus HELMo”. It offers quick and easy access to the functions of
the HELMo Connect web site (e-mails, directories, e-learning, etc.), with an
interface adapted for smartphones. He also designed a tool for speedily locating
premises on the Ourthe campus: the touch sensitive “Campus Map” terminal,
including videos and 3D modelling of the Campus. He enjoyed extensive
support from the authorities at the HELMO university college who sponsored
him and offered guidance along the various stages of the project (computer
assisted design, internal and external communication, etc.).
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HELMo Saint-Martin: IT & Law Day
The IT and Law day at HELMo took place on Tuesday 2nd May and brought
together at the students of the two sections at HELMo Saint-Martin for a
day of conferences. It was an opportunity to create synergies between the
two sections thanks to common themes such as IT security, protection of
consumers in the digital world, artificial intelligence, protection of personal
data and e-reputations.

>> Enterprising spirit
HELMo recognises the status of student-entrepreneur. Currently, 21 students (for
a total of 13 projects) have benefited from this special status that allows them
to start their own business whilst following their course. Several sections are
supported by the “Enterprising Generation 2015-2020” programme run by AEI
(Agency for Enterprise and Innovation) which provides both support to entrepreneurial projects and training for teachers.
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Missions

Promoting student entrepreneurship
On Wednesday 8th February 2017, the first “Student entrepreneur
summit” took place. This event, set up by the VentureLab, was aimed at
fostering initiatives taken in favour of students who wanted to develop an
entrepreneurial project in tandem with their studies.
HELMo partnered this approach by jointly organising an event within this
summit. In the heart of the Ardent City, in the premises of Reflektor, HELMo
set up the debate and exchange “The profession of entrepreneur”. Several
students who have benefited from the “student entrepreneur” status were
thus able to convince the audience, made up of pupils from the last year of
secondary teaching and higher education students, of the interest and support
they received from their university college. After, HELMo’s entrepreneurial
ambassadors were able to meet the students from HELMo and elsewhere in
order to introduce the HELMo student entrepreneur status.
Thanks to the success of this event, HELMo confirmed its partnership with
VentureLab for the second edition of the summit on 13th and 14th March
2018 with the participation of universities in Liège, Aachen and Eindhoven,
strengthening its support for student entrepreneurs through the perpetuation
of the position of entrepreneurial ambassador for the Economics Department.

>> 4. Creativity & innovation
Beyond solid conceptual and/or technical bases, our students need to learn how to
learn in a world that is constantly changing. We therefore believe that it is essential to develop their creativity, to hone their capacity to see reality differently and
to change perception or viewpoints in order to be able to participate in building
tomorrow’s world.

>> Creativity
Creativity is an essential component in all courses that possess an artistic element.
It is evident throughout the fashion modules and through many activities for future teachers: Accro-Gym in Loncin, Musicals at Saint Roch Theux and Expression
Week at Sainte Croix to name but a few examples.
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Missions

Creativity is limitless and represents the driving force for change in our society.
Mechanisms in the courses help to encourage this creativity in students, chiefly
through participation in competitions or projects (such as the Eurobot project for
the Technical Department or the international public speaking competition in the
Economics Department), via searching for solutions to concrete requirements
of businesses (through the goldfish bowl or SALTO project sin the Economics
Department) or also the opportunity to work in a framework conducive to development of ideas (the Creative School Lab in the Teaching Department). Sometimes,
aptly setting constraints under which a piece of work must be performed is the
ideal way to provoke a creative response.

>> Innovation
Whilst creativity mainly involves producing new ideas, innovation makes it
possible to have an effect on the world and change reality. With this in mind, the
Marketing section has been organising its own innovation fair for the last several
years. The students simulate the market introductions of new products in response to analysis of potential consumers’ needs. To successfully complete such
a project and present it a trade fair, they cooperate with the students at Saint-Luc
who develop their packaging. Other sections are not left out: the Accounting
section also organises the “Enterprising spirit” project each year whilst the Law
section is taking part in its first YEP this year.

The innovation fair
At the end of each academic year, the Marketing Block 2 students at HELMo
Saint Marie organise the innovation fair at Belle-Île. This year, the objects
and projects developed are aimed at the young. During this fair, the students’
projects are put to the test on an audience made up of the shopping mall’s
customers, student colleagues, teachers and friends and family who come to
visit them.
The very colourful stands were designed to appeal to both children and adults
alike! The visitors were able to discover 13 projects and services such as the
Topabox, a web site for ordering cake boxes, Gowi, a compartmentalised
suitcase for children, Pangox, an innovative and highly protective bicycle
saddle for children inspired by the Pangolin, which is a small animal with a
shell that retracts into itself in case of danger, etc.
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Hygiene Day Flash mob
On 18th March 2016, the bachelor in Nursing students at HELMo Sainte-Julienne
organised the customary “Hygiene Day” in order to raise awareness among all
the BAC3 students of the important issue of hygiene in hospitals. This fun day
came to a close with a Flash mob involving all the participants!

>> 5. Openness to the world of work
We propose vocational courses. There are many professions to which are
students are destined with many complexities. Indeed, each professional context
is different. Our challenge is to prepare our students for the diversity of the
environments that they will encounter after studying and to give them the keys to
unlock how to act conscientiously and critically. In addition to internships planned
as part of all our educational courses, we also think that it is important to create
other opportunities for contact and encounters with professionals.

>> Meetings and exchanges
In the Social and Paramedical Departments, professional integration activities
are scheduled from the start of the courses. The professional training workshops
fulfil the same role in the Educational Department (in the case-working course).
By nature, in these courses, professional encounters punctuate the entire learning
path. Furthermore, other contributors are called upon on a more occasional basis
to share methods or to explain the various aspects of a profession, thus helping
students to gradually develop their professional project.

>> Extra-curricular activities
In the Economics and Technical Departments, such activities are not scheduled
on the course timetables and the internships occur at the end of the courses.
However, teaching teams have innovated and put in place mechanisms
that provide immense added value to the courses through encounters with
businesses. Among other noteworthy examples are the commercial mission
on the international trade course, the Pro project on the technical sales course,
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Missions

Verviers business forum, the technical professions forum, the YEPs in IT, law
and administrative data processing, the trip to London for the insurance course
students.

HELMo Guillemins: Commercial missions
Each year, the International Trade students carry out dozens of commercial
missions abroad. Armed with the trust of Belgian companies and in close
collaboration with AWEX (the Walloon exports and foreign investment
agency), the students are tasked with collectively studying the market for
a product, initiating the launch of another product or creating commercial
contacts. For the last 20 years, Central Europe has been the main learning
ground for the students who, in their own modest way, take part in the
movement to build a broader Europe. Over the last few years, missions have
also been conducted in Latin America (in Mexico) as well as in Asia (in Malaysia
and Vietnam).

HELMo Saint-Laurent: The technical sales projects
The Technical Sales course is based around concrete projects. During Block 1,
the students carry out a YEP project, providing them with the opportunity to
learn just how a genuine company works. As a basis, they use a new technical
product or industrial service to be introduced to the market and simulate the
foundation of a company by managing collectively, thus becoming players
in their own right on their course of study. This approach extends into Block
2 with the vocational project. This time, in collaboration with an SME, the
students learn, as a group, to deal with a real-world issue through the technical
and commercial development of a product or service. The project is rounded
off by a professional trade fair organised by the students.

>> Internships
Internships involve experiencing the reality of the professional environment from
the inside. For maximum learning potential, it is important that the professionals
accompanying our students on the internships are genuine partners. On our
various courses, this partnership is developed in several ways: internship visits,
continual training at HELMo, participation in end of study dissertation juries, etc.
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>> Extra-muros
Some students take advantage of the possibility to perform an internship abroad,
which generally allows them to discover a completely different professional
environment. In the same vein, four students studying to become future primary
school teachers this year benefitted from a specific programme within the scope
of the Extra-muros research project at Sainte-Croix. During several months (just
like ERASMUS students), they completely left the academic sphere to undergo a
“professional” experience in non-formal education through community service.

>> Simulation
Whilst internships generally allow encounters with a certain variety and diversity
of professional situations, there are other situations that rarely arise and for which
it is crucial to prepare the students. Simulation makes it possible to partially
overcome this problem. A good illustration is the full-scale catastrophe exercise
organised on the fire-fighting and paramedical assistance course which involves
the students in the evacuation of a site, sorting of the injured, provision of first
aid, etc.
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Automation Fair as well as a major conference on Thursday 8th December at the
Ourthe Campus. For the first time, movers and shakers in automation from the
Liège region and beyond came together on the same site with a special focus on
industry 4.0.
During the day, the first automation fair enabled the discovery of the innovations
and know-how of the partner companies present in the form of approximately
twenty stands. Fourteen interactive workshops were also run by professionals.

2.

In the evening, an academic session hosted a conference by Michel Puech, a
philosopher form the Paris-Sorbonne University, on the subject “Are technophile
ethics sustainable?” It was an opportunity to look at the future of professions in
automation as well as on man/machine relations.

>> ESAS celebrates its 75th Anniversary

News on
educational courses

A. Anniversaries
In all our courses, the concern to provide a context in which relations between
students and teachers is conducive to learning is evident on both a structural and
informal level.

>> T he first Automation Fair to celebrate the section’s 50 th
anniversary
2016 was the 50th anniversary of the Automation
section. As the decades have passed, the
course has evolved at the pace of technological
innovations. For a worthy celebration of this
event, HELMo Saint-Laurent organised the first
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For 75 years, the social training centre then the higher
school for social action have trained generations of
social workers who work in the light and in the shadows
to meet the major challenges of our society. For its
anniversary, between 17th and 20th May, HELMo ESAS
proposed many activities that addressed the themes
covering the present and future of social workers, but
also society as a whole: what type of social workers will
we need tomorrow? Are culture and cultures he roots of successful harmony?
Faced with new types of poverty, what alternative methods exist? Does the future
of social policy like in universal benefits? Should minors be imprisoned?
4 days with 5 key moments! It was not a snapshot, but rather an immersion in
an institution on the move. Open lessons, curiosity workshops, political debates,
themed symposiums, an academic and festive evening gala, etc. The programme
was a reflection of the face of HELMo ESAS: diversified, thought-provoking, active,
open, friendly and celebratory…
More than 600 people attended this joyous anniversary. These four days forged
wonderful links between generations of teachers, between teachers and past or
current students, sometimes beyond borders, with stories to be told, the present
day to be experienced, a future to be imagined, enriching encounters about rich
themes, very pleasant opportunities for learning and exchanging, as well as
sparkling and vivacious moments as well.
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B. Rewards
>> A Marketing student wins the UPMC prize
Each year, the UPMC (a communications sector professional
organisation) rewards a student from a university college
in Liège or from the University of Liège whose end of study
dissertation for the previous academic year deals with a
relevant communications subject. The winner receives a grant
of € 500. In May 2017, the prize went to Sophie De Smedt, a
graduate from the HELMo Bachelor in Marketing course, for
her end of study dissertation, “Re-energising the Zoom on Arts
company via its billboard and distribution networks”.

>> EuroSkills: gold for two HELMo fashion graduates
The 5 th edition of the Euroskills European
professions championships took place in
Gothenburg in Sweden, from 1st to 3rd December
2016. The Belgian team once again shone with
6 medals. Two former students from HELMo’s
fashion course won gold in the Fashion
Technology category: Ronja Fell and Loïc Gluckmann. Coached by Christelle
Cormann, a HELMo fashion teacher, the duo were proclaimed “The nation’s best”,
having achieved the best score for the Belgian national team for all the professions
together!
During the selection for the WorldSkills international competition, which will take
place in Abu Dhabi, it was once again Loïc Gluckmann who distinguished himself
from the other candidates. As a result, he will again represent Belgium in these
prestigious international professional championships next October..

>> The first prize in the CAV Liège video competition for a team
from HELMo Saint-Roch
Four students from the intermediate year group – Estelle Damsten, Marine
Monfort, Marie Maloir and Fanny Deprez won the first prize in the higher
education teaching category of the video competition organised by the CAV
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Liège audio-visual centre. The winning film was entitled Love’s Colours and is a
stop-motion animation film produced as part of the “Animated Film” module. The
CAV video competition is an ideal opportunity for learning and communication
via video as well as an investigation of animated images, its technology and
depictions, offering the participants an opportunity to provide a pedagogical
presentation of their project and be involved in team-work.

C. Programme launches
>> Bachelor in Mechatronics and Robotics sandwich course with
Hénallux

The Bachelor in Mechatronics and Robotics sandwich course that aims to
train higher technicians in the technology used in production units started in
September 2016 as part of a joint organisational venture with the HENaLLux
university college. There are currently 15 students enrolled. Thirteen companies
are currently stakeholders in the project (ATI, Automation & Robotics, Citius
Engineering, FN Herstal, Molnlycke Health Care, Raffinerie Tirlemontoise,
Faymonville, Techspace Aero, Cofely Services, Spa Monopole, Wouters Tecnolub,
Technic One, Eli Automation).
HELMo’s intervention will be effective from September 2017. It will be
conducting the lessons in the spheres of programmable controllers, flow control,
telecommunications, etc., and supervising the students on internships with firms.

>> Industrial & Business Engineering Programme

The “Industrial & Business Engineering” project created by HELMo Gramme
in collaboration with HEC-Ulg started in September 2016. It enabled bachelors
from both institutions to obtain industrial engineer and management engineer
diplomas on completion of 3 years of study.
24 students (14 from HELMo Gramme and 10 from HEC-Ulg) are involved. The
programme managers and project leaders have strived to provide the best
supervision to help them discover each partner institution’s culture. Furthermore,
with a view to forging a shared identity among students of this first cohort, on
15th March 2017, they presented their first cross-institutional project in front
of a jury chaired by Mr. Marcel Miller (CEO of Alstom Benelux and patron of the
IBE project). This project involved the production of a video podcast filmed in
major companies in Wallonia (CMI, Safran, Carmeuse, Alstom) with the aim of
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demonstrating the relevance of the IBE course in particular through interviews
with senior management.
2017-2018 is set to be a promising academic year: 40 applications have already
been received to date.

>> Specialisation in Physical Preparation and Training with
HECh & HEPL
The Specialisation in Physical Preparation and Training course, which aims to
provide graduates with a normal secondary cycle Bachelor in Physical Education
(AESI) with practical and specific training in the field on the improvement of
physical and sporting performance, started in September 2016 in collaboration
with HECh (the lead university college) and HEPL. 22 students are currently
enrolled. This course combining theory and practical work through 120 hours
of internships, involves several experts in training and physical preparation. It
possesses genuine added value for the graduates it prepares to help sportspersons
of all levels.

>> Specialisation in Teaching Assistance with HECh
The specialisation in teaching assistance course, supported by basic courses
aimed at services for people and intended to enable improvement, through
suitable schemes, of community life conditions and school environments (i.e.
schools, MS / PSE centres, homework support groups, youth clubs, AMO, etc.)
started in September 2017. 7 people have enrolled: 4 students and 3 professionals.
More enrolments are expected for the second year of this course’s existence.

D. News about new programmes
>> Immersion programme at HELMo Verviers
The EMILE scheme for teaching subjects via integration of foreign languages
arrived at HELMo Verviers in September 2015. The 26 students enrolled on the
programme (16 in Block 1 and 10 in Block 2) were invited to participate in a study
in March 2017. The results showed that students’ expectations were broadly
satisfied, as confirmed by the average satisfaction index of 8.5/10.
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>> Bridge to the Industrial Engineer Masters
In September 2015, 14 students holding a vocational bachelor qualification were
able to access 2nd cycle studies via a bridging year; 5 of them validated all their
credits, which is a significant rate of success. In September 2016, the number of
enrolments increased considerably to reach a total of 36 students. In light of the
results at the end of the 1st quarter, which pointed to a substantial drop in success
rates, the course management decided to take measures to provide greater
accompaniment to bachelors in acquiring specific engineering skills, namely
rigour, structure and the ability of abstraction.
As such, a methodology course will be created in 2017-2018 to help the students
rapidly find a working method adapted to the course’s requirements. In addition
to advice related to time management, note-taking, schedule management and
preparing for exams, the ambition of this lesson is to ensure coaching for students
whilst listening to the problems encountered on the course, whilst suggesting
areas for improvement and ensuring that motivation is maintained. Finally, the
aim of this course is also to familiarise students with achieving the ability for
abstraction required by the engineering diploma and to create a group dynamic
by encouraging the students to work together in a climate suffused with solidarity.

E. Evolutions
>> Automation section development plan
The section, aware of how the profession of automation expert is changing,
decided to create a joint project via a development plan, in order to ensure the
durability of the course. The chosen methodological approach, involving bringing
together all those concerned and allowing each and everybody to air their feelings
– made it possible to put forward a project for the future that was unifying and
which bore hope and trust. This plan gives the students who choose this course
a better chance tomorrow and after tomorrow of entering an increasingly more
complex and volatile labour market..
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>> Extension of nursing studies from 3 to 4 years
In line with the European directives1 regarding revision of the minimum training
requirements for 7 regulated professions, ARES (the Belgian academy for research
and higher education) approved the reform of courses leading to the profession of
nurse. This alignment resulted in the change from a 3 year long course to 4 years
for the Bachelor in General Care Charge Nursing in September 2016.
The study programmes in the first 3 years have been reviewed in order to balance
out the learning to take account of the extra year. New lessons, such as research
and clinical approaches or also English and philosophy have been added to the
programme. This reform henceforth guarantees European recognition of bachelor
level graduates and will allow their professional mobility throughout Europe.

>> The bachelor in psychomotricity is not recognised by the Health
Ministry
In September 2016, within the scope of non-recognition of psychomotricity
as a paramedical profession, the higher education ministry officials met with
a delegation from the chamber of social promotion for university colleges and
higher education. In particular, it was decided that bridges to other courses
should be facilitated for students who have already graduated but also for
students who have not completed their studies (reorientation). On the basis
of requests emanating from the different university colleges, the committee
of the paramedical commission proposed bridging courses to the bachelor
in occupational therapy (which is recognised as a paramedical profession),
whilst stipulating however that other propositions of bridging courses could be
envisaged at a later date.

1

Directive 2005/36/EC modified by directive 2013/55/UR.
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A. Quality audits
conducted by AEQES

No less than 6 sections have received
visits from AEQES experts (the
Belgian agency responsible for higher
education quality evaluation) in
2016 and 2017. Whilst for 3 of them,
Industrial Engineering, Accounting
and Insurance, it was a first audit, 3
sections were assessed via follow-up
audits focusing on the implementation
of their action plans, 5 years after the
experts’ first visit.

External
audits

The experts noted the interesting characteristics and initiatives in each of the
sections, some examples of which are mentioned below2:

>> 1. Marketing et Commerce extérieur (audit de suivi)
• The Marketing section benefits from a grant awarded by AEI to support the
entrepreneurial project of new product launch simulation.
• The Foreign Trade section benefits from an AWEX subsidy within the scope of
its commercial actions.
• A new joint diploma partnership with a university college from the Netherlands
has just been launched and new ERASMUS partnerships have been sealed. The
committee of experts was also very impressed by the number of ERASMUS
exchanges within these sections.
2

The experts’ report on the Bachelor in Accounting course had not yet been made available at the time of writing.
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• The human character and almost family nature of the university college, as well
as the teaching personnel’s availability spontaneously highlighted by students.

the teaching staff work together more, the nursing and midwifery sections relied
on a fruitful strategy of co-instruction between teachers.

• The students spontaneously made the connection between the significant failure
rate and the language lessons. Notwithstanding, they deem to have chosen
HELMo Sainte-Marie in particular due to its recognition for high standards in
foreign languages.

>> 4. Administrative Data Processing & IT and Systems (follow-up
audit)

>> 2. Industrial Engineering
• The dominant characteristic of the two engineering courses is the flexibility that
allows the graduates to cover broad spheres of activity.
• Collaboration with HEC-ULg leading to a jointly awarded diploma opens up new
possibilities for HELMo-Gramme students.
• The learning outcomes for the teaching units are uniform in quality and provide
excellent support to the different teaching activities.
• The committee praised the quality of the premises’ facilities (lecture theatres,
labs).
• The committee praised the existence of various success promoting initiatives,
specifically in Block 1.
• The Sustainable Energy Industrial Engineering course is a recent creation,
dating from 2013. This course is a challenge and unique opportunity for HELMoGramme in the French-speaking community because it is the only university
college offering this course.

>> 3. Nursing – Midwifery (follow-up audit)
• To take account of the AEQES recommendations made during the initial audit,
a series of mechanisms were created (a teaching development and guidance
manager for the department, an interdisciplinary thinking, skills and approaches
working group and a Landscape Decree steering committee) and/or reinforced
(departmental council combining the 4 sections in the paramedical department).
• The teaching staff appeared to be very proficient in use of the skills matrices in
the Bachelor in Midwifery and Bachelor in Nursing.
•Dialogue and consultation between the establishment and institutions that
welcome students is encouraged. A grid of possible internships is available on
the university college’s platform.
• By aiming to promote and strengthen consultation about teaching, to ensure that
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• The programmes have followed developments in their domains, with, in the
administrative data processing section, considerable dynamism in the sphere
of teaching experiments (flipped classrooms, use of videos, etc.).
• Contacts with the professional world and alumni have been strengthened:
assistance with seeking internships, visits/participations in lessons by
professionals (potential suppliers of internships) as well as progressive
assistance with gaining independence throughout the course. The follow-up
committee also noted the creation of a fair by the automation section.
• As regards student representation, the experts noted a culture of participation
that was particularly marked in administrative data processing.
• The follow-up committee noted the significant involvement of the administrative
data processing and automation teaching staff in implementation of a quality
strategy.

>> 5. Insurance
• T he insurance section embarked upon a total review of its programme on
implementation of the Landscape decree. In order to do this, it mobilised the
course’s stakeholders and drew from quantitative data gathered over a long
period of time. The committee was impressed by the work carried out by the
section’s coordinator, not only in the review, but also in the general management
of the section, which is based on intelligent and respectful interfacing of the
various players on the course.
• Via the non-profit-making organisation HELMo Up2date, which coordinates
continuing educational activities, the section plays an important role in updating
of professional skills. The committee deemed that this activity contributes to
positioning HELMo as a key player in the insurance and brokerage sectors.
• The emphasis placed on risk management is original and is worthy of being
highlighted due to its quality both for the added value provided to the bachelor
course and for the development of applied research.
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• There is a diversity of learning methods implemented in the different teaching
units.
• In 2016-2017, the section implemented a new format for end of study
dissertations. It involves developing a comprehensive insurance offer for a
craftsperson or self-employed professional.
• The insurance section is a pioneer in terms of analysing data necessary for
steering the programme. It has set up various channels for gathering relevant
and useful information for administering and managing the section.
Some recommendations appear repeatedly in the experts’ report, including:
• T he necessity of implementing a structure dedicated to monitoring the
different action plans.
• Systematic assessment of teaching staff and courses, in particular as a tool for
analysing failure and drop-out rates (especially in Block 1), which remain high
despite many corrective actions.
• The terminal learning outcomes of a programme must be coherent with the
learning outcomes specific to each teaching unit in the programme. It must be
possible to show that each teaching unit contributes to the terminal learning
outcomes and that each terminal learning outcome can be reached thanks to the
totality of the teaching units in the programme.

B. HELMo Gramme receives accreditation from CTI
(engineering diploma accreditation body)
During the 2015-2016 academic year, HELMo Gramme underwent a two quality
audits, one by AEQES and another by CTI, which were jointly performed. On
completion of this audit, CTI granted HELMo Gramme an accreditation valid for
a period of 3 years, stretching from 1st September 2016 to 31st August 2019. This
accreditation, which leads to obtaining the EUR-ACE (EURopean Accredited
Engineer) label, means that the course dispensed at HELMo Gramme meets
European-wide quality criteria for training of engineers. This distinction
guarantees that our institute provides quality teaching, is heavily involved in
applied research and strives to promote the openness of its courses to innovation,
businesses and the international stage.
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Henceforth, for at least three years, the educational courses and the diplomas
will possess the “CTI” and “EUR-ACE” labels. Diplomas from HELMo-Gramme
will have the same standing on French soil as those held by engineers who have
graduated from French institutions.
The EUR-ACE label is a benchmark for students in choosing their course and
international mobility, as well as for companies with regard to international
recruitment. It is an essential reference for engineering qualifications, in particular
for finalising partnership agreements with other engineering university colleges
in Europe.
Pending the next visit by the quality experts which will take place in June 2019,
the HELMo Gramme quality manager and management have drafted an action
plan incorporating the recommendations of CTI. The aim is to create favourable
conditions for making the CTI accreditation durable. This plan will have a direct
impact on students: beyond consolidation of links with the world of business, it
will require each graduate to have reached B1 level in English on completion of
the course, and it will seek to develop international mobility through internships
abroad or via academic exchanges.

C. The ERASMUS audit
In December 2016, HELMo was audited by the BDO accounts supervision body
regarding management of ERASMUS conventions for 2015. This audit was
conducted by the AEF-Europe agency. The audit focused on the accounts and use
of subsidies as well as on administrative management of the beneficiaries’ case
files. The procedures and projects implemented to accomplish the commitments
to which HELMo undertook via the ERASMUS charter and to develop international
aspects at HELMo were also verified.
The audit highlighted strengths linked to the excellent monitoring of participants
and evaluation of partners, but also weaknesses such as the manual processing
of applications and hard copy management. Opportunities such as the possible
increase of partners through our presence at different trade fairs or in networks,
as well as the threat of losing partners (due to the imbalance of intakes and
outgoings) or the risk of losing documents due to hard copy archiving were also
underlined.
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A. In figures
>> Change in the number of students per department over the last
five years
Since 2011, HELMo has witnessed the constant growth of its population until
2016. On the basis of population surveys validated by the government’s auditors
on 1st February, the student population has indeed grown from 6228.53 in 2011
to 7610.75 in 2016, which represents an increase of 1382.25 fundable students
(22.2%).

1.

Whilst this is due to the opening of new courses during the years in question in the
Economics, Paramedical and Social Departments, the Economics and Paramedical
Departments are nonetheless the departments in which the highest increases of
student populations can be observed.

The students

In reference to the Landscape Decree on the one hand and its own educational
social and cultural project on the other, HELMo:
1. Assists students in their roles as responsible citizens capable of contributing to
a democratic, pluralistic and united society.
2.Promotes the independence and fulfilment of its students, especially through
developing their scientific and artistic curiosity, critical capacity, awareness of
responsibilities and mindfulness of individual and collective duties.
At HELMo, students are not only players in their courses of study but also play
an important role in the institutional life of the university college when they take
part in a sectorial, departmental, educational or social councils, governing boards
or annual general meetings.
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3

 he figures after the decimal point refer to students enrolled on course for which diplomas are jointly awarded (and
T
for which they are only counted by half), or students who are in re-orientation (who have dropped out of HELMo and
are recommencing studies in another university college, institute or university, or students who have dropped out of
another university college, institute or university and who are recommencing studies at HELMo).
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Change in the number of students per department

Number of students per department

>> Total number of students in
2016-2017 per department
The Economics and Education
departments, through the number
of sections and sub-sections that
they contain, account for more
than half of the students enrolled
at HELMo.

Economics (short-type)
Economics (long-type)
Paramedical Studies
Education
Social Studies (short-type)
Social Studies (long-type)
Polytechnic (short-type)
Polytechnic (long-type)

On

On

On

On

On

Institutional life
A. The stakeholders

On

On

per departement

Polytechnic
(long-type)

Education

Polytechnic
(short-type)

Paramedical
Studies

Social Studies
(long-type)

Economics
(long-type)

Social Studies
(short-type)

Economics
(short-type)

per departement in 2017
Percentage of students per department
Change in the number of students per department
on 01/02/11

on 01/02/12

on 01/02/13

on 01/02/14

on 01/02/15

2251

2292

2331

2356,5

2554,5

2710,5

2633,25

Economis LT

0

0

0

8

15,5

11,5

15,25

Paramedical

954

995

1101,5

1260

1303

1384,5

1302,25

Education

1594

1678

1725

1782

1802

1774,5

1768

Social ST

543

557

570

588

672

756,5

816

Social LT

32,5

35

40

46,5

47

35,75

36,25

Polytechnic ST

376

342

351

336

322

384,5

432,5

Polytechnic LT

478

489

497

521

537

553

550,5

6228,5

6388

6615,5

6898

7253

7610,75

7554

Economics ST

TOTAL
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on 01/02/16 on 01/02/17

per departement
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Economics
(short-type)

Social Studies
(short-type)

Economics
(long-type)

Social Studies
(long-type)

Paramedical
Studies

Polytechnic
(short-type)

Education

Polytechnic
(long-type)
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B. Inclusion

Success rates in year 1 per department in 2015-2016

>> Success rates per
department
Economics
(short-type)

SUCCESS in 1 degree
st

per department in 2015-2016

Change in success rate in year 1 per department

The presence of handicapped students
is not recent within HELMo. Indeed,
as research conducted on this theme
between 2012 and 2015 shows,
resources have often been spontan-

Social Studies

Paramedical
Studies

eouslly mobilised to assist such
students throughout their courses
of study. Since January 2014, these
positive practices have been part of

Polytechnic
(short-type)

Education

Polytechnic
(long-type)

Change in success rate in year 1 per department and for the entire university college

the framework of the decree related to
inclusive higher education. This decree
sets out the markers for assisting any
student with a clear disability, a specific
learning disorder or a debilitating
disease for which the presence of
various barriers may present an
obstacle to his or her full and effective
participation in academic life on the
basis of equality with other students4.

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016
Economics ST

53,07 % 44,57 % 44,61 % 46,77 % 46,77 % 40,59 %

Paramedical

59,11 % 53,60 % 47,27 % 58,50 % 54,51 % 44,99 %

Education

54,69 % 51,42 % 53,18 % 47,57 % 54,66 % 54,41 %

Social ST

68,24 % 75,94 % 72,88 % 73,84 % 68,91 % 66,67 %

Polytechnic ST

43,08 % 53,13 % 37,20 % 50,30 % 51,28 % 52,33 %

Polytechnic LT

42,47 % 37,82 % 42,21 % 39,22 % 33,18 % 33,20 %

TOTAL

54,24 % 50,25 % 48,96 % 50,76 % 51,39 % 46,42 %

SUCCESS in 1 degree per department
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For the last three years, the Inclusion Unit in the HELMo Student Service assists
a growing number of handicapped students, by analysing the situation with
the student requesting assistance and by supporting consideration by all of the
partners throughout the student’s course of study.
Reasonable arrangements that take account of each person’s specific issues
are negotiated with the different partners of the Individual Assistance Project
(IAP). These arrangements are evaluated each year in accordance with the actual
dynamics of the course (internships, end of study dissertations, etc.). These
arrangements are focused on how to adapt teaching and assessment. As such, a
student may request extra time to complete an exam, take advantage of enlarged
material or also sit an exam orally when it was initially planned to be taken in
writing. These arrangements are considered with reference to the student’s
difficulties without changing the course’s level of requirements: the aim is to
find a means for the handicapped student to demonstrate the same skills as those
expected from all students in order to obtain the diploma.
The assistance proposed by the two professionals from the Inclusion Unit focuses
on each student’s project whilst involving other players in the workings of the
university college. Section coordinators and directors in particular carry out the
vital function of “Inclusion facilitator” within their educational courses. It is not rare
that external professionals, who have sometimes been accompanying the student
for several years, naturally join the procedure and become partners.
75 students have been assisted during this academic year, after 18 had been the
year after the decree was published: this student population has therefore
increased threefold in three years since the scheme became operational. In
addition to the increasing number of requests, the handicaps encountered by
the students are varied, with learning difficulties being predominant (dyslexia,
dysorthographia, dyscalculia, dyspraxia, etc.) and constantly increasing.

Economics (short-type)
Paramedical Studies
Education
Social Studies (short-type)
Polytechnic (short-type)
Polytechnic (long-type)

st
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4

Inclusive higher education decree, article 1. §3.
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C. Student life

Specific profiles of assisted students at the university college

The Student Life unit is responsible for developing actions or projects aimed at
students which aim to allow each and everyone to find the right balance between
their studies and private life, to encourage social links, commitments and publicspirited actions. The resources implemented are as follows:
• Sporting, cultural, well-being and health related activities.
• Actions encouraging integration and adaptation to the university college.
• Support for students’ projects.
• Implementation of an indirect and collective aid policy defined by the social
council.
Here are some examples of activities proposed by the Student Life unit:
Despite the significant prevalence of such disorders in the assisted student
population, each situation is unique: two students assisted following a same
diagnostic will not necessarily have the same arrangements. Each student
possesses specific expectations and needs, as well as a unique educational project.
The Inclusion unit accompanies this project but also prepares for its follow-up
by looking in particular at entrance into the professional environment by means
of internships.
The diversity of the student population and consideration of handicaps push
teaching staff to be creative in how they teach and assess students. The Inclusion
Unit aims to be a partner of the teaching teams in such approaches, on the
one hand by supporting them in assisting handicapped students and on the
other hand by expanding the debate through the proposal of global thinking
with regard to our higher education system from an inclusive standpoint:
designing it for all so that it is beneficial for each an everyone. Indeed, the reality
of the situation demonstrates that a ‘standard’ type or student does not exist.
It is therefore necessary to adapt teaching in accordance with the diversity of
situations encountered, making it more accessible to students who cannot be
present (their programme of lessons does not allow it, they are learning abroad,
or they live with a temporary or permanent handicap).
To guide this transition, the unit hopes to draw inspiration from the “Universal
Conception of Learning”. A partnership project with the University of Laval in
Quebec has been set up to develop this theme between 2017 and 2019.
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A student from HELMo
Loncin assists a Paralympic
athlete
As part of her end of study
dissertation, Marine Antoine, a
Block 3 Physical Education student
at HELMo Loncin, benefitted
from reorganisation of her study
programme to become the guide
for a visually impaired Paralympic
skier, Marie-Morgane Dessart.
Danièle Closset, the Director at
HELMo Loncin, accompanied
the young ladies in this inclusion
p roj e c t , t h e i r t rai ni n g a n d
competitions.

>> The HELMo Art Show (March 2016 – Feb. 2017)
Following the proposal to stage a talent show, students from all departments and
several members of the teaching staff came together create a musical from scratch,
with the help of professional artists. On the day of the performance, the artists
joined in with the event to propose an exhibition related to the theme covered
by the musical. Eternal Holidays was presented at the Cité Miroir venue in front
of more than 300 spectators. This unifying HELMo event created links between
the participants from the various courses at HELMo. The musical will also be
performed at the Voo Rire Festival which will take place in October 2017.
Season 3 (2016-2017) enabled strengthening of partnership links with the Chênée
Cultural Centre. New talents from HELMo are getting together again during holidays
weekends or public holidays to create the musical Misplaced Feelings.

>> Well-being activities
This year, 6 different activities supervised by professionals have been proposed
free of charge to students both in autumn and in spring: yoga, self-massage,
hypnotherapy, relaxation therapy, aromatherapy and self-esteem classes. These
workshops allow students to gain in self-confidence, acquire techniques for
manging stress and use tools to give themselves a boost.
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>> Leisure and competitive sporting activities
Throughout the year, HELMo and the ASH sports association at the university
college propose sporting activities that are accessible free of charge for
HELMo students. The activities are as varied as glutes and abdominal muscle
strengthening, aerobics, badminton, basketball, futsal, jogging, fitness, musclestrengthening, volleyball or Zumba and allow students to take time to look after
themselves to exercise as well as trying out new disciplines.
Each year, HELMo takes part in championships organised by ASEUS, the
university and higher education sports association, with its students competing
in the various disciplines. It is also possible for them to take part in national
championships under the umbrella of the FSUB, the Belgian university sports
federation.

2.

The alumni

>> H ELMo Alumni: the association of HELMo
graduates: beginnings and achievements
The usefulness of strengthening relations between university colleges and their
graduates, often underlined by quality audit reports, needs no further proof. The
community of graduates is ideally placed to nourish initial educational courses with
their input, due to their intimate knowledge of professional realities. A structured
community of graduates makes it easier to find resources: conference speakers,
specialists, end of study dissertation proof-readers, contacts for internships, etc.
Similarly, the missions of research and continuing education are booming at the
university college and are chiefly addressed to a target public of professionals.
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In tandem, a survey has shown the advantages for university college graduates to
maintain links with the HELMo community, to encourage professional partnerships
and to reunite with former classmates.
In order to unite all HELMo graduates and support the specific initiatives of its
educational courses, HELMo graduates decided to create the HELMo graduates
association, named HELMo Alumni. The association meets regularly and remains
open to all those willing to become involved. It also helps to propose activities linked
to the university college: conferences, continuing education courses, networking, etc.
Since its creation almost two years ago, the association, supported by the university
college’s Communications Department, has analysed graduates’ needs (via a survey)
created web communication tools and built up a database of more than 6,500 that
expands further each day.

3.

In November 2016, it organised its 1st event: “La Terrazza Alumni”. This event was
designed to help graduates meet in a subtle combination of a professional meeting
and fun gathering. As such, it satisfied 2 major expectations revealed by the survey.

!
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International
partners

>> Institutional collaborations
Institutional collaborations are partnership agreements intended for student or
teaching personnel exchanges within the scope of ERASMUS or similar programmes.
They are mainly academic collaborations, or initial education course projects (for
example jointly awarded diplomas with Hogescholen in the Netherlands) or research.
As depicted on the map opposite, our strategic partnerships are located throughout
Europe and the American continent (mainly in Canada and Mexico). Through the
International Cooperation section, our network of partners is opening gradually to
the rest of the world: Argentina, Brazil, etc.
Also worthy of underlining is the signature of agreements with institutions in Taiwan,
South Korea and Russia for academic exchange as well as with an intermediate
establishment in China for internships.
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>> Academic collaborations
HELMo has also signed agreements for joint award of diplomas with higher
education establishments in Flanders. Over the last two years, HELMo has sent 5
students from the Economics Department to carry out a full year’s study in a partner
establishment to obtain a diploma. HELMo welcomes between 5 and 10 students
from these partner schools to carry out their last year at HELMo and thus receive
the diploma from the Wallonia-Brussels Federation. The joint diploma partners
are as follows: Artevelde hogeschool – Karel De Grote – University College Leuven
Limburg– PXL.
As part of international relations, HELMo works in partnership with the institutions of
the Liège-Luxembourg academic centre. We organise cultural activities for exchange
students who come to one of our institutions (ERASMUS in) as well as activities for
preparing mobility for our students leaving abroad (ERASMUS out).
HELMo has collaborated with AEF-Europe (national agency, management of the
Erasmus+ programme in the Wallonia-Brussels Federation) to organise a seminar to
celebrate the 30th anniversary of the ERASMUS programme.
HELMo is also present in themed networks such as Businet, the Comeniusassociation,
FESET and ERACON. Through these networks, HELMo seeks new methods, develops
new projects and forms new links in relation with initial educational courses
(international commercial missions, international week, the law game, the joint
diploma award project, etc.). These networks are all gold mines.

ERASMUS type academic exchanges are constantly growing. Indeed, the offer the
advantage to students of recognition of their work during the period abroad, whilst
helping them to discover new professional, learning and cultural aspects. During these
exchanges, the students will take courses amounting to 30 ECTS if they go abroad for
a quarter or 60 ECTS if they go for the full year.
This academic year we have observed a renewal of interest for jointly awarded
diplomas from our Dutch partners.
All these forms of mobility are jointly funded by the European Commission (Erasmus+)
and the Wallonia-Brussels Federation (FAME national fund or Belgica).
HELMo also receives incoming students and is recognised by its European partners
for the quality of its educational courses and supervision. The numbers of incoming
students is still growing. The majority of them come in the first quarter. They come
from various origins: Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Czech, Romanian, Bulgarian,
Finnish, Canadian, Swiss, etc.
All our departments are concerned by the arrival of incoming students.
The figures presented only concern students who arrive as part of the ERASMUS+
programme, for a minimum of 3 months. In addition to these students, there are also
students who come to carry out short internships or for international weeks, mainly
in the Education Department.

Number of incoming students per department

Number of students abroad (more than 6 weeks) per department

ECONOMICS

PARAMEDICAL

EDUCATION
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POLYTECHNIC

ECONOMICS

PARAMEDICAL

EDUCATION
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>> Some examples of teaching collaborations
In 2016, we welcomed several international teachers: Mrs. Jurkovic, from
Svenconsulting in Croatia, and Mrs. Antonelli from Marseille. Both taught a module
of lessons to incoming students. This collaboration has been going on for several
years. In October, we welcomed a colleague from CeGep in Chicoutimi (Canada) to
the Economics Department.
In tandem with incoming students, in 2016 HELMo witnessed several outgoing
students as well as teaching missions as part of the ERASMUS+ programme:
two teachers from the paramedical department went to Cegep in Chicoutimi as part of
the simulation project in nursing. Two teachers from the Education Department also
went to Quebec, one to the University of Chicoutimi and the other to the University of
Sherbrooke, to reinforce existing partnerships and to meet our students who are learning
abroad at the time.
Teachers from the Education Department leave each year for Benin and Senegal with a
group of students to enable them to carry out internships in partner schools.

>> Other collaborations related to internal globalisation at
HELMo
The International Relations managers have been striving for several years to
integrate international projects into initial educational courses.
The following collaborative projects came into being:
- A project with Senegal (Education Department) co-funded by the WBI.
- A European research project in the Paramedical Department on simulation in
nursing (SimuCarePro), jointly financed by the European Commission as part of
the ERASMUS+ programme action 2.
Each year, our Education Department organises an international week in
February. Its aim is to bring together students and teaching personnel from
institutions that are members of the Comenius Association around a shared
theme.
In September 2016, we set up a new module for incoming students (called Belgian
Culture and Heritage), including cultural activities for the students. They were
able to discover Liège, Leuven, Brussels, Namur, the Province of Luxembourg,
Blegny-Mines, etc.
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B. The structure
1. New organisational aspects
2. Organisation charts
3. The accounts
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• The students (including the Inclusion Unit).
• E-learning and IT.
• Research and continuing education.
• International Relations.
The challenges to be met in the near future are the validation of the chosen
indicators, systemisation of how the data is encoded and ensuring their availability
in real-time.

>> The HELMo on-line libraries

1.

The university college’s libraries are now on-line. The HELMo library zone now
makes it possible to carry out searches on all the documents in HELMo’s libraries,
to see in which venue a work is held, to check its availability and to reserve it. It
is also possible to consult many resources (dictionaries, on-line databases, etc.).

New organisational
aspects

>> A dashboard of indicators for the Directorial
College
During the 2016-2017 academic year, at the request of the Directorial College,
a working group steered by the Quality Unit started developing a dashboard of
indicators at university college level. Once it has been validated, a similar initiative
will be carried out for each of the Departments. Designed to become a steering tool
for the management as well as decision-making and consultation committees at
the university college, including the works council, it summarises key statistical
data that characterises the developments of the university college, displaying
them in the form of graphs. The following components have been chosen:
• Finances.
• The characteristic variables of human potential management.
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>> The HELMo/Edipro collection
A cooperation agreement has enabled the publication of the scientific and
academic works of HELMo by Edipro. Managed by a Director of Collections who
is part of the university college’s Research and Continuing Education department,
the HELMo collection is based around three main vectors:
• The Resources vector encompasses texts whose ambition is to encourage
acquisition of knowledge already validated by the scientific community. With
original subjects, didactic approaches or target audiences, the works in the
Resources vector aim to promote access to knowledge for all.
• The Research vector is reserved for works whose content, rather than the
approach, displays an original character, with recently obtained results, unique
data or recently formed conclusions. The Research vector aims to participate in
increasing knowledge and validating hypotheses.
• The Reflections vector is open to all writing that aims to take a step back from
dominant paradigms, that question established ideas and which putt forward
new hypotheses. It will also host works that endeavour to put current knowledge
and practices into perspective. The Reflections vector aims to provide meaning.
The first work in the collection – Resources “Maths everywhere and for all!” – was
published in April 2017.
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>> Reinforcement of communication on the Campus
In November 2016, the Ourthe Campus (Technical Department) recruited a masters
in communication graduate part-time whose main task was to develop, with the
Campus authorities, a strategic communication plan in relation to the university
college-wide communication plan.
The main vector of this policy is internal communication with the following
objectives, among others:
• Supporting the campus authorities’ communication.
• Creating conditions for better on-campus communication circulation.
• Ensuring communication with and between the various players on the Campus.
• Facilitating communication about decisions.
The secondary vector is external communication, whose objectives is, among other
things, to ensure optimal communication to future students, institutional partners,
internship partners and partner companies.
The objective of setting up a Communication Department on the Coteaux campus
(Education Department) is to enable good visibility of the department’s policy and
its projects. The courses’ activities, the projects to be develop, unique experiments,
development of digital practices, elaboration of a web site, but also internal
communication that enables members of the department personnel to know the
projects of others and to spark off collaborations. A Facebook page is regularly
updated with events that occur within the Department. A blog is in the process of
being created and it will expand upon the content of the various initiatives, projects
and accomplishments of the department.

On completion of the quality audit conducted by AEQES, in order to be
particularly attentive to the change in business needs and to expand contacts
with professionals who are not necessarily former students, the Gramme Institute
decided to set up an Advisory Board (AB).
The AB aims to systematically and structurally involve the professional world
in thinking on development of educational courses according to the needs of
society. The AB makes it possible to strengthen links between the institute and
the world of business as well as involving it in consideration of strategic cases,
such as:
• Strengths and weaknesses of flexibility.
• The specific skills of a multi-skilled industrial engineer.
• Engineers in 2030.
• Links between education and the business world.
The Advisory Board which came into being in September 2016 was set up for
a two-year duration. It is made up of ten members including the Director of the
Technical Department, the Deputy Director of HELMo Gramme, representatives
from the industrial world characterised by diversity in their sector of origin,
geographical location and profile. The companies represented are SPRL A
LATERE, NEST’up, Groupe ELOY, LAMPIRIS, HALMA, CRM Groupe, EVS Broadcast
Equipment and CMI Industry Metals.
It is chaired by Mr. Fabrice Orban, Vice Executive President Industry, CEO Metals;
Member of CMI Group Extended Executive Committee CMI Industry Metals.

>> An advisory board at HELMo Gramme
HELMo-Gramme boasts many contacts with the professional world through the
Gramme-Enterprise forum, the alumni’s Union Gramme, the IG non-profit making
association, business visits, internships and end of study dissertations. These
contacts where essentially informal and were not systematically evaluated and
appraised for their relevance to the educational programmes.
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GENERAL MEETING
Chairperson: Marc Dubru

WORKS COUNCIL

Chairperson: Alexandre Lodez
Secretary: Valérie Dumont

GOVERNING BOARD

SOCIAL COUNCIL

(ADMINISTRATIVE BODY)

Chairperson: Roland Schmetz

Chairperson: Marc Dubru
Managing Director: Alexandre Lodez

EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL

2.
The HELMo university college is a
non-profit making association and,
as such, is governed by the Belgian
law of 1921 (modified in 2002). As
shown in the organisation charts
below, its organisation is based
around different decision-making,
deliberation and consultation bodies,
in compliance with legal provisions
and decrees. The annual general
meeting of the organising authority
takes responsibility for the teaching
dispensed at the university college and

Chairperson: Etienne Sottiaux

DIRECTORIAL COLLEGE
Director & CEO: Alexandre Lodez
Vice-Director & CEO: Etienne Sottiaux

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENTS
EDUCATION
Director:
Etienne Sottiaux

Organisational charts

holds the powers conferred to it by the law of 1921 and its articles of association as
well as the internal rules. Its mode of governance is based on a participative model
that regularly involves both teaching personnel and students in the deliberation and/
or decision-making processes, which are taken, as far as is reasonably possible, on
a consensus basis. According to the articles of association, the governing board is
an administrative body within the meaning of article 69 of the Belgian decree of
1995. The consequence of this is that this body must be composed of at least 25%
of personnel representatives and at least 20% of student representatives. With
the exception of the personnel council, the social council, the educational council,
the departmental council, the section councils and the students’ council are bodies
established by the Belgian decree of 5th August 1995. Furthermore, social working
relations are managed within legal bodies established for these purposes: the works
council and the committees for prevention and protection at work.
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3.C.P.P.T

PARAMEDICAL
Director:
Claudine Bultot

SOCIAL
Director:
Roland Schmetz

POLYTECHNIC
Director:
Juan Herrera

ECONOMICS
Director:
Philippe Therer

5 DEPARTMENTAL COUNCILS
Initial educational courses and specialisations

Research and Continuing Education

DIRECTORS
COORDINATORS

COORDINATORS
PERSONNEL
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Service de développement institutionnel

DEPARTMENTAL
TRANSVERSAL SERVICES
OF THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Administrative
Department

Assistance
& support
Department

HEAD OF
SERVICE
UNIT
MANAGERS

HEAD OF
SERVICE
UNIT
MANAGERS

PERSONNEL

PERSONNEL

DEPARTMENTAL
TRANSVERSAL SERVICES
OF THE CATEGORY
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DIRECTOR - CEO

HEAD OF SERVICE
Institutional development
HEAD OF SERVICE
Academic affairs
HEAD OF SERVICE
Finances
HEAD OF SERVICE
IT
HEAD OF SERVICE
Communication
HEAD OF SERVICE
Works and safety
HEAD OF SERVICE
HPM & Legal
HEAD OF SERVICE
Research & Continuing Education
HEAD OF SERVICE
International Relations
HEAD OF SERVICE
E-Learning

EDUCATION
department
director

PARAMEDICAL
department
director

SOCIAL
department
director

POLYTECHNIC
department
director

ECONOMICS
department
director

HEAD OF SECTION
Nursery
HELMo Sainte-Croix

HEAD OF SECTION
Nursing
Ourthe Campus

DEPUTY DIRECTOR
Manager / AS
HELMo ESAS

DEPARTMENTAL DIRECTOR
Technical sales / Automation
Ourthe Campus

SITE DIRECTOR
Law
HELMo Saint-Martin

HEAD OF SECTION
Primary
HELMo Huy

HEAD OF SECTION
Midwifery
Ourthe Campus

DEPARTMENTAL DIRECTOR
Fashion
Saint-Luc

SITE DIRECTOR
Executive assistance
HELMo Verviers

HEAD OF SECTION
Primary
HELMo Theux

HEAD OF SECTION
Psychomotricity
Ourthe Campus

DEPARTMENTAL DIRECTOR
Engineering
Ourthe Campus

DEPARTMENTAL DIRECTOR
8 courses
Guillemins Campus

HEAD OF SECTION
Primary
HELMo Sainte-Croix

HEAD OF SECTION
Laboratory Technology
Ourthe Campus

HEAD OF SECTION
Secondary
HELMo Sainte-Croix
HEAD OF SECTION
Secondary
HELMo Loncin
HEAD OF SECTION
Casework
HELMo CFEL

COORDINATOR
INDUSTRY

COORDINATOR
Executive assistance

COORDINATOR
GED

COORDINATOR
Insurance

COORDINATOR
Specialisation in paediatrics
Ourthe Campus

COORDINATOR
Foreign trade
COORDINATOR
Accounting

COORDINATOR
Specialisation in fire-fighting and paramedical
assistance - Ourthe Campus

COORDINATOR
Administrative data processing
COORDINATOR
Marketing

COORDINATOR
Specialisation in community health
Ourthe Campus

COORDINATOR
Public administration

HEAD OF SERVICE
Students

COORDINATOR
International cooperation
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The university college has adopted a policy of pooling an entire series of expenses
that fall outside the purely educational sphere of action. Expenses related to the
premises (energy, rent, insurance, etc.) are also pooled as well as administrative and
semi-skilled personnel expenses for the entire university college.

Income

3.

FWB subsidies and student related revenue

The accounts

The main source of funding for the HELMo university college is the overall annual
allowance (for the calendar year) granted by the FWB and calculated according to
student numbers. Most of the means are assigned to initial educational courses
with the main ambition of adapting the teaching resources to the development of
student populations. The personnel are split over the different departments on the
basis of coefficients set by the FWB and by the funding of the university college.
Nevertheless, the university college has defined a certain number of solidarity-based
corrective measures aimed at rectifying specific situations. The coefficients for short
type Technical courses and Economics courses have, for example, been adapted and
are higher than the FWB coefficients. Funds have also been created to assign means
to specific policies such as replacement of members of the personnel who are on sick
leave, creation of new educational courses, activation of extra funding commitments
due to considerable increases in enrolments in September, support for investments
in energy and safety, etc.
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2016
39 682 823

94,9 %

Other operating income

1 161 722

2,8 %

Subsidies in interest (FGBS) and capital (UREBA)

328 359

0,8 %

European subsidies (mobility)

313 870

0,8 %

Other subsidies

208 592

0,5 %

Standard financial income

109 229

0,3 %

-

0,0 %

€ 41 804 595

100 %

Extraordinary income
TOTAL income
Expenses
Purchases, miscellaneous goods and services

2016
4 383 543

10,8 %

34 038 995

83,9 %

Other operating expenses

31 507

0,1 %

Amortisations, provisions

1 592 822

3,9 %

Financial expenses & withholding taxes on investments 528 866

1,3 %

Extraordinary expenses

6 466

0,0 %

€ 40 582 199

100 %

Personnel expenses

TOTAL expenses
Income statement
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Source of income

95% of our income comes from the
FWB.

SOURCE OF
INCOME

Institutional
Vie
de l'institution
life
B. The
La structure
structure

Breakdown of personnel expenses

FWB subsidies and
student related
revenue

Other subsidies

Other operating
income

Standard financial
income

Continuing training and research

Subsidies in interest
(FGBS) and capital
(UREBA)

Exceptional income

Management

Initial training

BREAKDOWN
OF PERSONNEL
EXPENSES

European subsidies
(mobility)

Administration
Manual workers

Distribution of resources

Most of our resources are assigned
to personnel expenses.

DISTRIBUTION
OF RESOURCES
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Purchases,
miscellaneous
goods and services

Amortisations,
provisions

Other operating
expenses

Financial expenses &
withholding taxes on
investments

Other operating
expenses

Extraordinary
expenses

Most of the members of personnel possess a statutory contract (91%) and are
directly paid by the FWB. They are invoiced to the university college; not on the
basis of the members of personnel’s actual cost, but on the basis of an average
cost (average weighted gross cost) and in accordance with the category to which
they belong.
Personnel expenses – type of contracts
Statutory

2016
31 028 497

91,2 %

Contractual

2 124 543

6,2 %

Independent

317 062

0,9 %

Semi-skilled

568 893

1,7 %

€ 34 038 995

100%

TOTAL income
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STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS

PROPERTY INVESTMENT PLAN

The statement of income for the HELMo university college is as follows:
Statement of income
2016
Liquid assets
23 268 766
59,8 %
Cash position
Other current assets
TOTAL income
Equity
Provision
Debts
TOTAL liabilities

13 067 976

33,6 %

2 569 100

6,6 %

€ 38 905 842

100%

18 850 489

48,5 %

2 404

0%

20 052 949

51,5 %

€ 38 905 842

100%

At the time of the merger, the two university colleges HEMES and ISELL agreed to
an ambitious property investment plan. The creation of the campus had already
been set in motion in 2008. The table below illustrates the projects currently
under implementation in this property policy.
Property investment plan 2016
Ourthe
campus

FGBS
Subsidies

EQUITY

The equity accounts for 48.5% of the income statement, which helps to determine
the university college’s financial independence.
The debt concerns bank loans taken out to fund construction and renovation work
on the university college’s buildings and are guaranteed by the FGBS (academic
building guarantee fund) which also subsidises the interest rate surplus above
the rate of 1.25%.
Due dates of debts
Long term debts

2016
13 625 010

67,9 %

Short term debts

2 309 941

11,5 %

Accruals and charges

4 117 998

20,5 %

TOTAL cash position

€ 20 052 949

100 %

10 365 984
430 000
(achat)

Infrasports

Education
centre

Economics
centre

Convent  Renovation
Ste-Croix

Phase 1
Guillemins

1 900 000

Sports
hall

ESAS

6 000 000		 3 100 000

2 000 000			

TOTAL cash position
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38,5 %

€ 13 183 171

100 %

CFEL

Head office
renovation

TOTAL

1 000 000		

24 795 984

1 000 000					

1 000 000

(achat)

						

Sainte Marie 				
support fund
loan
Equity

4 000 000

TOTAL

14 795 984 2 500 000

600 000

500 000

2 500 000 2 1000 000

1 500 000		

260 000

1 700 000		

400 000

3 060 000

8 500 000 2 600 000 4 600 000 3 000 000

260 000

1 700 000

400 000

39 355 984

			
11 000 000		
7 200 000
Total
Total

CASH POSITION

5 072 301

Fashion

Phase 2
Guillemins

In a long-term perspective, the cash position represents 2/3 of our financial means.
Breakdown of cash position
2016
Long term cash position
8 110 870
61,5 %
Short term cash position
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1 000 000
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Legal notice
The HELMo university college has taken the greatest care in producing this document.
The HELMo university college does not however guarantee that accuracy of the information contained herein.
The reader should also be aware that the information displayed is likely to be modified without prior notice.
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HELMo (Haute Ecole Libre Mosane)
Non-profit making associaton
Mont Saint-Martin 41
4000 LIEGE
Belgium
www.helmo.be

EDUCATION
PARAMEDICAL
SOCIAL
ECONOMICS
POLYTECHNIC

8000 students 900 members of staff
			 1700 graduates per year

13 institutes et 3 campuses
			

in Liège, Loncin, Huy, Theux and Verviers

5 departments
		 39 bachelors, masters et specialised courses
Our institutes
HELMo CFEL (Liège) Tel.: 04 / 343 64 83
HELMo ESAS (Liège) Tel.: 04 / 344 59 79
HELMo Huy Tel.: 085 / 21 60 81
HELMo Loncin Tel.: 04 / 247 43 38
HELMo Mode (Liège) Tel.: 04 / 223 64 42
HELMo Coteaux Campus (Liège) Tel.: 04 / 223 26 28
Sainte-Croix
HELMo Ourthe Campus (Angleur) Tel.: 04 / 340 34 30
Gramme
Sainte-Julienne
Saint-Laurent
HELMo Guillemins Campus (Liège) Tel.: 04 / 229 86 50
Sainte-Marie
HELMo Saint-Martin (Liège) Tel.: 04 / 223 42 74
HELMo Saint-Roch (Theux) Tel.: 087 / 54 29 70
HELMo Verviers Tel.: 087 / 30 00 92

